We have calculated the exchange and correlation corrections to the free energy (F",) and the chemical potential (p",) of an electron system at arbitrary degeneracies and temperatures. These are needed for density-functional, average-atom-type calculations of properties of plasmas and liquid metals. The problem of inverting the parametric relation between p"and the density correction n", is considered. We present easy-to-use analytic fits to F", and p", as functions of the temperature and density. We also consider the effect of a linearly responding ion background on the electron chemical potential as well as the ion chemical potential, as these are needed in calculations of ionelectron systems at arbitrary degeneracies and densities.
I. INTRODUCTION The objective of this paper is to provide some of the basic information on the exchange and correlation potentials and thermodynamic functions of an electron f1uid, for densities and temperatures of the sort encountered in the study of strongly coupled plasmas and liquid metals.
Many problems in plasmas and liquid metals can be reduced to a theory' of an inhomogeneous electron fluid coupled to an ion subsystem which can be described by a Gibbs-Boltzmann formulation.
In the simpler approaches ' the ionic system is replaced by a uniform background or taken to be in its zero-temperature configuration defined by Wigner cells. The electron subsystem is then treated using an effective single-particle Schrodinger equation or Thomas-Fermi-type equation. These equations contain an effective one-electron potential V, (r) made up of the usual one-body terms, the selfconsistent Hartree potential, and also an effective potential V",(r) which simulates the effects of exchange and correlation arising from the rest of the electrons. The rigorous formulation of this approach is found in density-functional theory (DFT) which specifies V",(r) to be a unique but unknown functional of the one-electron distribution n (r). Similarly, exchange-correlation corrections to other thermodynamic functions can be introduced. As the exact functionals are unknown, they are usually evaluated in the local density approximation (LDA) where, for example, the exchange and correlation correction to the free energy F", is taken to be F", = J n(r)f"",[n(r)]dr, (1.1) where f "", [n(r) ] is the exchange-correlation correction per 'particle for the homogeneous electron system at a density n =n(r). Thus we see that the properties of the homogeneous electron system are of basic importance in the study of inhomogeneous systems.
The exchange-correlation potential V", at any temperature is found to be identical with p" for uniform sys- (an" 'lap)"", (a' n, lap')",
These results lead to the form n",(n, T) = n",(Pp, T) VnP"", +( )-, (2.11) where the ellipsis represents higher-order terms. From the thermodynamic relation 0= -PV=F -n Vp Interacting system. When we switch on the interactions, the change in n, denoted by n",( T, V, p ), can be calculated by diagrammatic perturbation theory. 0", consists of 0", which is the first-order term and is linear in the bare potential. 0, is the correlation term which by definition includes all other terms. If we consider the perturbation series as an expansion in powers of the screened Coulomb potential u, then the procedure used here may be regarded as a first-order calculation in the RPA- 
(2.14)
The ring-sum contribution is
where v"=2nn/p and m. . (q, v") is the Lindhard function.
For computational purposes we write this as
Equations (2.12) and (2.13) are the equations used in this work. Equation (2.13) also defines the exchangecorrelation potential V", =p"", ' of DFT. The present analysis also shows that the 0, tabulated by Gupta and
Rajagopal is really the ring-sum correction to the Helmholtz free energy F,. Also, their V""which is also a calculation to first order in the screened potential, would prove to be the required p", .
In the numerical calculation of 0", it is more convenient to deal with the part linear in the bare potential, viz. , 0",separately from 0, which is just the ring sum in our approximation, as follows: B. Ring contributions At the zero-temperature limit, f, (r"O) becomes identical with the energy per particle, viz. , e, (r"0) Vosko, .
C=0.02545, y=r, /19
for the correlation corrections in atomic units. TABLE I. f"(t) and p, (r) are the first-order exchange contributions to the free energy per particle and the chemical potential. r = T/Er, p"(0) =0.610 89/r, (a.u. ). The ring-sum contributions to f, (r, t) and p, (r, t) In Table III we give results for f"p',, and p, ' for a hydrogen plasma at r, =1 with the ion-response factor /=0. 5 and 1.0, together with f, and p, 'for the system with a rigid-ionic background ((=0). The nonzero-frequency contributions (n&0) come only from the electrons. The small-Q limit of (D Q2/~M) corresponds to the Debye-Hiickel screening function. In Table II i.e, ', ) for /=1 (so1id curves) at r, =0.5 and =0 are also g1ven 5.0. The data for a rigid-ion background~= (dashed curves) for r, =0.5 and 5.
as e, -5.0 (atomic units).
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